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The relationship between Hawking radiation emitted by nonextremal and extremal Reissner-Nordstro¨m
black holes is critically analyzed. A careful study of a series of regular collapsing geometries reveals that
the stress energy tensor stays regular in the extremal limit and is smoothly connected to that of
nonextremal black holes. The unexpected feature is that the late time transients which played little role
in the nonextremal case are necessary to preserve the well-defined character of the flux in the extremal
case. The known singular behavior of the static energy density of extremal black holes is recovered from
our series by neglecting these transients, when performing what turns out to be an illegitimate late time
limit. Although our results are derived in two-dimensional settings, we explain why they should also apply
to higher dimensional black holes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nonextremal Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes (NEBH)
form a two parameter family in which the inequality M>
jQj holds, where M and Q are their mass and their charge,
respectively. Extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes
(EBH) form a one parameter family, and obey M  jQj.
Their surface gravity vanishes and so does their Hawking
temperature. Therefore, if discharge does not occur, EBH
can be regarded as the end point configuration of the
evaporation of NEBH.
However, EBH and NEBH seem rather disjoint in many
aspects. On one hand, the Euclidean section of EBH is very
different than that of NEBH. It possesses an infinite throat,
the horizon sitting at the end of it. Since the geometry is
regular when approaching the throat, the period of
Euclidean time is arbitrary, unlike for NEBH where the
period must be 2=, where  is their surface gravity, in
order for not having a conical singularity on the horizon.
This has led some authors [1–5] to conjecture that the
Bekenstein-Hawking area-entropy relation does not apply
to EBH which should be characterized by zero entropy.
Since then, this conjecture has been invalidated by string
theory which confirmed the Bekenstein-Hawking formula
by counting microstates of some particular EBH [6].
On the other hand, using the more familiar settings of
quantum field theory in curved space, EBH seem to be
plagued by divergences of the stress tensor which are
absent for NEBH, thereby reinforcing the idea that EBH
should be considered as forming a disconnected family.
With more details, when considering the formation of a
NEBH by gravitational collapse, any regular state evolves
at late time to a stationary state, often referred to as the
‘‘Unruh’’ vacuum, which is characterized by the condition
of no incoming flux and by the regularity on the future
horizon (as seen in a freely falling frame). This regularity is
ensured by the steady thermal radiation with Hawking
temperature =2. When taking the extremal limit of
this stationary situation, that is M ! jQj, the outgoing
flux disappears since the surface gravity vanishes, but the
resulting stress tensor is found to be singular [7–9], in a
way similar to what is obtained in the ‘‘Boulware’’ vacuum
of NEBH which is the stationary state with no Hawking
radiation.
However, it has been also shown [10,11] that when one
considers directly the formation of an EBH (for example
by the collapse of a shell with M  jQj), the resulting
stress tensor is regular on the future horizon, in agreement
with the general analysis of [12]. This result seems to
contradict what we just obtained by considering first the
formation of a NEBH and then taking the extremal limit
since a singular stress tensor was found. Were this contra-
diction to persist, this would establish the fact that NEBH
and EBH are indeed quantum mechanically distinct objects
since one could not obtain expectation values for EBH
from those evaluated with NEBH. Such conclusion was
reached in [13] where it is claimed that the extremal case
’’in no sense represents a limit of the nonextremal case but
implies a real discontinuity.’’
The purpose of this paper is to show that this conclusion
is not correct. By a careful analysis of the extremal limit,
we shall demonstrate the continuity of the expectation
values in the limit M ! jQj. To have a well-defined limit-
ing procedure, we shall consider a series of regular col-
lapsing geometries with M ! jQj, and compute the local
fluxes for every value of M;Q. Two subtle points are
encountered in this limit. First, the regularity is preserved
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in the extremal only by taking into account the late time
transients which played no significant role for NEBH.
Moreover, the properties of these transients are indepen-
dent of the collapse. Second, the late time limit (giving rise
to stationary fluxes) cannot be taken before the extremal
limit. This demonstrates that stationarity cannot be as-
sumed when analyzing EBH, at least when dealing with
regular collapsing geometries, as opposed to singular (and
hence ill-defined) eternal configurations.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Sec. II we
compute the stress tensor resulting from the collapse to a
NEBH. The material presented in this section is rather
standard, but with a special attention on transients in order
to prepare taking the extremal limit. In Sec. III the analysis
is repeated with the formation of an extremal BH and the
necessity of keeping the transients is established. Then the
smooth connection with the results of the previous section
is demonstrated. Sec. IV contains the conclusions.
Throughout the paper we shall work with a two-
dimensional analytical treatment, and at the end of the
paper we argue that our results should also apply to four-
dimensional BH. An appendix contains the expressions of
the stress tensor of 2D massless fields we use in the text.
II. HAWKING RADIATION EMITTED BY NEBH
As shown by Hawking [14], the formation of a BH
triggers a vacuum instability resulting in the emission of
particles radiated towards infinity. When the BH is nonex-
tremal, at late time and independently on the details of the
collapse (besides its regularity [15]), one obtains a sta-
tionary flow of thermal radiation with Hawking tempera-
ture TH  =2, where  is the surface gravity of the outer
horizon. The key properties of the associated stress tensor
can be thus obtained by considering the formation of a BH
by the collapse of a spherically symmetric ingoing null thin
shell. Indeed, the key property to get Hawking radiation is
the regularity of the geometry which is guaranteed when
the infalling trajectory is inertial. As shown in [16], it
suffices that the trajectory be nonsingular across the future
horizon.
In this section, we consider the nonextremal case, i.e.
M> jQj. We consider the collapse of an ingoing charged
null shell located at v  v0. For v < v0 the space-time is
Minkowski and the metric reads (dropping the angular
variables)
 ds2  duindv; (1)
where
 uin  tin  r; v  tin  r: (2)
Outside the shell, for v > v0, one has
 ds2  frdudv  

1 2M
r
Q
2
r2

dudv; (3)
where now
 u  t r; v  t r; (4)
r being the tortoise radial coordinate
 
rr;M;Q 
Z r dr0
1 2Mr0  Q
2
r02
 r 1
2
lnr r
 1
2
lnr r; (5)
where 	 and r	 are the surface gravities and the radii of
the two horizons (outer and inner, respectively)
 	 

M2 Q2p
r2	
; r	  M	

M2 Q2
q
: (6)
Asymptotic flatness implies that the ingoing null coordi-
nate v is the same on both sides of the shell. On the other
hand the relation between uin and u can be found by
requiring the continuity of the radial coordinate r along
the shell. From Eqs. (2) and (4) evaluated on the shell we
have
 
v0  uin
2
 r; v0  u
2
 r: (7)
Using Eq. (5) and eliminating r between the above two
equations we exactly get
 
u  uin  1 lnv0  uin  2r
 1

lnv0  uin  2r: (8)
From this we see that the event horizon, defined by u 
1, corresponds to uin  v0  2r and to r  r. To
simplify the forthcoming equation, we introduce a new
null coordinate
 Uin  uin  v0  2r; (9)
which vanishes on the event horizon and which is linearly
related to uin. We also notice that in the late time limit, u !
1, Eq. (8) yields
 u   1

lnUin DOUin; (10)
where D is a constant which plays no role as it can be
absorbed in u. When ignoring the linear correction OUin
we recover the usual relation between the Kruskal coor-
dinate UK and the asymptotic coordinate u:
 u   1

lnUK: (11)
This relation could be obtained by considering the eternal
BH geometry, i.e. without referring to any collapse. As we
shall see, the important physical consequence of the late
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time correspondence between Uin and UK is that the initial
vacuum (containing no negative frequency with respect to
uin or Uin) will rapidly evolve into the Unruh vacuum (the
state containing no negative frequency with respect to UK),
i.e. the transient flux will rapidly die out. The decay of
these transients is governed by the difference between UK
and Uin. Near the horizon, they are related by
 Uin  D0UK OU2K; (12)
where D0 is another irrelevant constant.
We now consider a massless minimally coupled scalar
field propagating in the above collapsing geometry. Taking
the quantum state of the field (jini) to be Minkowski
vacuum on I implies that the state is vacuum with respect
to the positive frequency modes
 in!v / ei!v; in!u / ei!Uinu: (13)
As recalled in the appendix, this determines the expecta-
tion values of the stress tensor everywhere. Inside the shell
(i.e. v < v0), we have
 hinjTjini 
 0; (14)
because the geometry is flat. Outside the shell, in the BH
geometry, the stress tensor splits into a static part, which is
completely determined by fr  1 2M=rQ2=r2 and
which can be viewed as a vacuum polarization, and a time-
dependent outgoing flux which is caused by the collapse:
 hinjTuvjini   124

1 2M
r
Q
2
r2

M
r3
 3
2
Q2
r4

; (15)
 hinjTvvjini  124

M
r3
 3
2
M2 Q2
r4
 3MQ
2
r5
Q
4
r6

;
(16)
 hinjTuujini  hinjTvvrjini  124 fuin; ugu: (17)
The outgoing flux is governed by the Schwarzian deriva-
tive fuin; ug. Using Eqs. (8) and (9), we get
 fuin; ug  fUin; ug
 22
1 
U3
in
Uin2rr3
1 Uin  
Uin
Uin2rr3
 3
2
2
1 
U2in
Uin2rr22
1 Uin  
Uin
Uin2rr4
: (18)
At early times, when the shell radius is much larger than
r, uUin ! 1 and the flux vanishes as one might
expect. At late times, for u ! 1 and Uin ! 0, we obtain
 fUin; ug !u1  
2
2
 C0U2in: (19)
The constant term describes the stationary Hawking flux at
the temperature TH  =2. It depends only on the final
geometry, and is thus independent on the choice of the
collapsing configuration. Indeed, it coincides with the flux
calculated in the Unruh vacuum, the stationary state where
outgoing modes are positive frequency with respect to the
Kruskal coordinate UK of Eq. (11). This directly follows
from
 fUK; ug  2=2: (20)
From Eq. (19), we also learn that the transient terms, which
depend on the details of the collapse, die out with two
powers of Uin, i.e. like exp2u as u ! 1 in terms
of the asymptotic null time, and not only with one power as
one might have expected. In brief, at late times, the out-
going flux becomes stationary and given by Eq. (17) with
fuin; ug given by the first term of Eq. (19).
The crucial property of the expectation values (15)–(17)
is their regularity on the future outer horizon. We remind
the reader that regularity on the future horizon requires that
the energy density measured by a free falling observer
 FF 
 T dx

d
dx
d
; (21)
is finite. In the above  is the proper time of the observer. In
the limit r ! r, dvd is constant and dud  1f . The finiteness
of FF thus leads to the following conditions [17]:
 lim
r!r
f1hTuvi<1; (22)
 lim
r!r
hTvvi<1; (23)
 lim
r!r
f2hTuui<1; (24)
where f ! r rr  r=r2. The first two condi-
tions are satisfied since hTuvi is state independent and
vanishes linearly as r r and since hTvvi is regular in
the in vacuum. The last one requires more care. From
Eqs. (20), (A5), and (A8) we obtain that the late time limit
(Unruh vacuum) behaves as
 hUjTuujUi  hinjTvvjini  148
2
  1
192
f0r2  2frf00r  f0r2;
(25)
where we have used   f0r=2. In the limit r ! r,
we obtain
 hUjTuujUi r!r

f2C; (26)
where C  f0rf000rr4
192rr2 is a constant depending on M and
Q. The steady part of the outgoing flux in the in vacuum is
thus regular on the horizon [18].
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It is equally important to notice that the transients which
have been neglected above do not spoil this regularity
because they decrease with two powers of r r as r !
r, see Eq. (19). (We remind the reader that in a freely
falling frame the following relations hold across the hori-
zon: d / dUin / dr where  is the proper time in this
frame.) These two powers compensate the divergence of
1=f2  1=r r2 in Eq. (24). Thus the transient contri-
bution, taken alone, is regular on the horizon.
In conclusion, we have verified that the regularity con-
dition applied to the outgoing flux is satisfied on the outer
future horizon of a NEBH both by the steady Unruh
expectation values and by the late time transients.
III. HAWKING RADIATION EMITTED BY EBH
A. The stationary expectation values
Extremal BH are characterized by M  jQj and their
line element can be obtained from Eq. (3) by taking the
limit M ! Q. One gets
 ds2  

1M
r

2
dudv; (27)
where u  t r, v  t r as before, and where the
‘‘extremal’’ tortoise coordinate is
 rr;M 
Z r dr0
1M=r02
 rM
 1
r=M 1 2 lnr=M 1

: (28)
The novelty is that the merging of the two horizons causes
a double zero of the metric f  1M=r2 on the horizon
at r  M. As a consequence, the surface gravity vanishes,
as can be seen by taking the limit M ! Q in Eq. (6), and,
equally important, r now diverges as 1=rM when
approaching the horizon and no longer as a logarithm in
r r as was the case for NEBH in Eq. (5).
To obtain the stationary value of the stress tensor for
EBH, two approaches give the same result. The first one
consists in performing the extremal limit  ! 0 of the
late time limit of Eqs. (15)–(17). The second one consists
in working directly with the extremal metric given above,
requiring that the stress tensor be static and vanish at
infinity. In the second approach, the trace anomaly deter-
mines unambiguously the following expressions:
 hTuvistat   124
M
r3

1 3
2
M
r

1M
r

; (29)
 hTvvistat   124
M
r3

1M
r

3
; (30)
 hTuuistat  hTvvistat: (31)
The novelty is that Eq. (31) does not vanish sufficiently
rapidly on the horizon to fulfill the regularity condition. In
fact, since f has a double zero, one gets
 lim
r!Mf
2hTuuistat  lim
r!M

 1
24
M
r3

1M
r
1  1:
(32)
This implies that an observer free falling across the horizon
will measure an infinite energy density. This fact, rein-
forced by the uniqueness of the stress tensor under the
simple (and apparently sound) hypothesis of stationarity
and asymptotic vanishing flux [19] has led to the conjec-
ture that EBH might be singular objects from a quantum
mechanical point of view [7–9]. In this case, they should
be conceived as being disconnected from the regular
NEBH (at least in two dimensions).
However, in [10,11] it was shown that by considering the
formation of a BH which is ab initio extremal, the resulting
outgoing flux, hinjTuujini, radically differs from Eq. (31).
Namely, it is time dependent as one might have expected,
but, more importantly, its late time dependence is univer-
sal, i.e. independent of the regular collapse one has chosen,
and such that hinjTuujini is regular on the horizon. One is
therefore led to conclude that the above stationary expres-
sions hTabistat do not characterize the late time behavior of
the stress energy of regular EBH. To see how regularity is
achieved, let us briefly review what happens when an EBH
is formed by collapse.
B. The flux emitted by an incipient EBH
Consider the collapse of a charged null shell with M 
Q. In this case, repeating the steps of Sec. II, that is, using
Eq. (28) in the place of Eq. (5), one finds
 u  uin  4M
 1
2v0uin2M  1
 ln

v0  uin
2M
 1

 Uin  4M

M
Uin
 ln

Uin
2M

; (33)
where we have introduced the null coordinate
 Uin  uin  v0  2M; (34)
which again vanishes on the future horizon. Evaluating the
Schwarzian derivative fUin; ug one gets
 hinjTuujini  hTuuistat  hTuuitransients;
 hTuuistat  124
8MU3in
Uin  2M6
: (35)
The last term describes the outgoing radiation. At early
times, for Uin ! 1, it decreases with three powers of the
affine null parameter Uin. At late times, for u ! 1, it
vanishes [20] as expected since there cannot be Hawking
radiation, the surface gravity being zero. In terms of the
asymptotic time u the transient flux vanishes as 1=u3, and
not exponentially fast as transients died out for NEBH.
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Now let us examine the behavior of Eq. (35) when
crossing the future horizon. We see that for r ! M and
Uin ! 0, the static vacuum polarization term and the tran-
sient flux both vanish with three powers of rM / Uin.
Hence, if taken separately, both give a divergent contribu-
tion on the horizon, as shown in Eq. (32). However, when
expressing Uin as a function of rM along an arbitrary
infalling geodesic, i.e. with dv=d   evaluated at the
horizon characterizing the infalling velocity, one obtains
 Uinr  2rM OrM2; (36)
where the first term is independent of . (This follows from
the lightlike character of dr on the horizon). This indepen-
dence guarantees that the leading terms of the two contri-
butions of Eq. (35) cancel each other:
 hinjTuujini  hTuuistat  hTuuitransients
 rM
3
24M5
 8MU
3
in
242M6 OrM
4
 OrM4: (37)
Hence f2hinjTuujini stays finite. The key point is that,
even though the logarithmic term in Eq. (33) is subleading
at late times, this term is necessary to get the above
cancellation. Indeed, its omission would give a vanishing
Schwarzian derivative and therefore would give back the
singular behavior of hTuuistat obtained in the former sub-
section. Notice that this term was omitted in [13], see
Eq. (3.4), thereby leading to the erroneous conclusion
that there is a ‘‘real discontinuity’’ between NEBH and
EBH.
In brief, for EBH formed by the collapse of a shell, or
more generally formed by a regular collapse [11], the stress
tensor is in fact regular on the horizon. Having reached this
conclusion, we finally arrive at the question we wanted to
confront: why was this regular behavior missed in the
extremal limit giving rise to Eq. (31)?
C. The extremal limit of the nonextremal flux
To answer the above question, one should reconsider
how to implement the extremal limit. To this end, we first
note that although the late time value of the Schwarzian
derivative fUin; ug has a smooth limit for  ! 0, as shown
in Eqs. (18) and (19), thereby leading to the singular result
of Eq. (32), the late time behavior of uUin, which is that
of Eq. (11), has no well-defined limit  ! 0. The ill-
defined character of this extremal limit tells us that the late
time limit should not have been taken first.
So let us return to Eq. (8) which gives the exact relation
between Uin and u and perform the extremal limit first. We
notice that in terms of the surface gravities this limit reads
 ! 0,  ! 0, = ! 1. So instead of using these
as parameters, we shall reexpress the expressions directly
in terms of M and Q, and simply send M ! Q. We also
notice that the nontrivial character of this limit entirely
comes through the tortoise coordinate rr;Q;M which
enters in the second equation of Eqs. (7). It is therefore
sufficient to study the extremal limit of rr;Q;M of
Eq. (5).
So, working at fixed r (which amounts to not taking the
late time limit), forming the half difference and the half
sum of the two logarithms to sort out the singular and
regular part, then using the values of 	 and r	 of
Eqs. (6), and only then performing the limit M ! Q, we
successively get
 
2rr;Q;M  2r 

1
2
 1
2

ln
r rr r


1
2
 1
2

ln
r rr rrr

 2M
2 Q2
M2 Q2p ln
1 2

M2 Q2p
rM M2 Q2p
2Q ln
r rr rrr

!M!Q 2M
2 Q2
M2 Q2p 
2 M2 Q2p
rM M2 Q2p  4Q ln
rQ
Q
!M!Q 2Q
2
rQ 4Q ln
rQ
Q
; (38)
thereby recovering the behavior of the extremal tortoise
coordinate one obtains from the extremal metric in
Eq. (28). Therefore, when eliminating r using the first of
Eqs. (7) we also recover Eq. (33) which gives rise to a
regular flux.
We have thus established that the extremal limit M ! Q
of the exact relation (8) smoothly connects to the extremal
expression uUin;Q of Eq. (33). In addition, since the
extremal limit applied to the late time expression of (8)
given in Eq. (11) is ill-defined, we have demonstrated that
the late time limit (i.e. the stationary limit) and the ex-
tremal limit do not commute.
This noncommuting character explains why the fluxes
obtained using the extremal limit of the exact relation are
regular even though those obtained by taking the extremal
limit of the stationary fluxes were singular on the horizon.
Indeed, it is not difficult to show that the extremal limit of
the Schwarzian derivative governing the collapse of a
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NEBH given in Eq. (18) leads to the transients present in
Eq. (35) which are necessary to preserve the regularity on
the horizon. At fixed uin and in terms of the parameter  

M2 Q2p , when using the coordinate Uin of Eq. (34) to
simplify the expression, the Schwarzian derivative of
Eq. (18) reads
 
 2
2
M2
1 M2M2 Uin2
3
Uin23
1 M2 Uin  2  M
2
M2
Uin2
Uin23
 3
2
2M2
1 M2M2 Uin2
2
Uin222
1 M2 Uin  2  M
2
M2
Uin2
Uin24
:
(39)
Taking the extremal limit  ! 0 we are left with
 
8MU3in
Uin  2M6
; (40)
which exactly gives the transients of Eq. (35).
As in Eq. (38), the proof relies on the fact that the
function rr;Q;M of Eq. (5) uniformly converges to
rr;M of Eq. (28) in the limit M ! Q, outside the
horizon, since the integrand of rr;Q;M ( 
1=fr;M;Q) is a differentiable function of M and Q.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen how a superficial way of treating the
extremal limit leads to the conclusion that the stress tensor
of EBH is singular on the horizon, unlike what is found for
NEBH. We have also shown that the singular behavior
results from having assumed the stationarity of the fluxes,
which amounts to neglecting transients which are neces-
sary for insuring the regularity on the horizon.
With more details, when starting from the late time
expressions of the nonextremal case, one simply misses
these transients because they are negligible far away from
the hole when compared to the finite Hawking radiation,
and on the horizon they only give a finite and regular
contribution comparable with that of the steady part that
decreases as r r2. However, for EBH, because of the
double zero of the metric function fr on the horizon,
regularity now requires that the outgoing part of the stress
tensor vanishes with four powers of rM. This, together
with the fact that the steady part only vanishes with three
powers, explains why the transients are not only necessary
to preserve the regularity: they must be such that when
combined with the steady part, the sum vanishes with four
powers. Hence they must vanish with three powers and
with a normalization which is independent of the collapse.
We have also demonstrated that when starting with the
fluxes of NEBH and applying the extremal limit (M ! Q)
before the late time limit, the regularity is preserved in-
cluding in the limit, the EBH case. With this we establish
that EBH should not be considered as pathological, since
their fluxes are smoothly connected to those of NEBH.
Perhaps the most unexpected result is that the transients
fluxes that were negligible at late times for NEBH evolve
(as M ! Q) into the necessary transients which cancel out
the divergence of the static energy density on the horizon.
What is also unexpected is that their late time behavior is
independent of the (regular) collapse one is dealing with:
Explicitly, the second term of Eq. (35) behaves as
 lim
Uin!0
hTuuitransients  	U3in OU4in; (41)
where
 	   1
192M5
(42)
is indeed collapse independent. We have also shown that
the regularity of the quantum expectation values follows
from the well-defined character of the function rr;Q;M
of Eq. (5) in the extremal limit. This is not surprising since
the geometrical optics approximation is exact in two di-
mensions, i.e., the positive frequency in modes of Eq. (13)
are entirely governed by the classical function
Uinu;Q;M. Therefore the quantum expectation values
can only depend on this function and its derivatives [and
possibly also on the local metric function fr;M;Q 
dr=dr]. Since rr;Q;M is C1 in M, Q, so are
Uinu;Q;M and its derivatives.
Finally we discuss the relevance of our conclusions to
four-dimensional (or higher than bidimensional) black
holes. The fact that for EBH the transients are singular
and cancel out the divergence of the static energy density
should also be found in any dimension in spite of the
presence of ‘‘gray-body’’ factors resulting from the elastic
scattering on the static centrifugal barrier. Indeed, the
Bogoliubov transformation relating, at fixed angular mo-
mentum, the regular in modes (13) to the positive fre-
quency out modes ei!u should possess properties which
are independent of the dimensionality, because the latter
are singular on the horizon. It is therefore difficult to
conceive that the value of a gray-body factor could inter-
fere with the Bogoliubov coefficients in such a way as to
give rise to transients which are regular on the horizon. In
fact, when assuming that the stress tensor obtained by
considering a regular collapse be regular in any dimension,
this leaves only two possibilities: either the divergence of
the late time transients cancels out that of the static energy
density (as is the case in 2D [7] and as found in Refs. [8,9]),
or they are both regular. Our reasoning concerning the
modes at fixed angular momentum suggests that it is un-
likely that the second option be realized. However, this
contrasts with the numerical analysis of [21] (see also [22]
for spin 1=2 fields) which concluded that the static energy
density is regular for 4D EBH. We are planning to report on
this with more details in a future paper.
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APPENDIX: 2D STRESS TENSOR
In this appendix we present the basic properties of the
stress energy tensor of a 2D massless field propagating in a
stationary metric, since this is all we need in the body of the
paper.
We thus consider 2D spacetimes which are static and
described by the metric
 ds2  frdt2  f1rdr2: (A1)
Introducing the null coordinates u  t r, v  t r
where
 r 
Z dr
fr (A2)
the metric is conformally flat
 ds2  frdudv: (A3)
Therefore, a massless minimally coupled scalar field sat-
isfying the d’Alembert equation will obey, in double null
coordinate system, the simplified equation
 @u@v  0: (A4)
Its general solution is thus a sum of a function of only u and
one of v.
Expanding the field operator in the positive frequency
plane waves ei!u, ei!v defines a vacuum state, say
ju; vi, by annihilation with the destruction operators asso-
ciated with these positive frequency modes. Two basic
properties of the renormalized expectation values of the
quantum stress tensor of  are used in the text.
First, when  propagates in the space-time described by
(A3), its stress tensor reads
 hu; vjTuuju; vi  hu; vjTvvju; vi   1192 f
02  2ff00;
(A5)
 hu; vjTuvju; vi  196ff
00; (A6)
where a prime indicates derivative with respect to r.
The second property follows from the fact that the set of
positive frequency modes (ei!u, ei!v) is not unique,
even though it is complete. One could introduce two new
null coordinates
 U  Uu; V  Vv; (A7)
and use these to define a new set of positive frequency
modes (eiU, eiV). By the same procedure as above,
these modes can be used to define another vacuum state,
named jU;Vi. Then the expectation values of the stress
tensor in this new state are related to the former one by
 hU;VjTuujU;Vi  hu; vjTuuju; vi  124 fU; ug; (A8)
 hU;VjTvvjU;Vi  hu; vjTvvju; vi  124 fV; vg; (A9)
 hU;VjTuvjU;Vi  hu; vjTuvju; vi; (A10)
where fU; ug is the Schwarzian derivative
 fU; ug 

dU
du
1 d3U
du3
 3
2

dU
du
2d2U
du2

2
; (A11)
and similarly for fV; vg. Equation (A10) is a consequence
of the state independence of the trace anomaly.
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